Integrating variable renewables into the grid: Technical and policy challenges

Abstract

The cost of renewable energy technology continues to fall, as a result of technology innovation, financial innovation, and scale. Grid parity has been reached or will occur soon in many locations. As renewables grow more cost-competitive and increasingly contribute power to electric grids, the challenges of integrating variable generation like wind and solar are becoming more prominent. I will talk about two aspects of this. The first is the emergence of islands as testbeds for practical lessons in renewable integration; while islands face larger technical challenges from variable renewables because they are (usually) isolated, the high cost of importing fuel has driven many to embrace renewables. The second is the emergence of accurate software models for forecasting renewable generation. Poor forecasts have contributed to significant curtailment of wind power, as well as policy disagreements over who bears the risk of inaccurate forecasts. New progress on modeling software suggests that the technical aspects of this issue are close to being solved, but many policy questions remain.
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